
 
 
 

Nury Martinez has Failed the Leadership Test 
Los Angeles Council President Nury Martinez has failed the true test of leadership; the ability to 
bring Angelenos together to problem solve and heal after the tragic killing of George Floyd. 
Rather than creating a space to come together and have the necessary and difficult dialogue on 
how best to move our city and nation forward, all we got was a Tweet aimed at creating a deeper 
division between our police officers and the community we serve. A true leader unites, not 
divides. A leader talks, not Tweets. 
 
To declare that the work police officers perform, that we've been directed to do, is designed to 
harm people of color while Ms. Martinez repeatedly sends us into harm's way is divisive, 
disrespectful, and certainly is no profile in courage. If Ms. Martinez truly believes that the police 
department is the cause of our city's pain, then why did she run for re-election on a platform of 
expanding public safety? Ms. Martinez and her colleagues that signed this motion are spewing 
words that only work to marginalize and dehumanize the police officers who serve our 
community. It is not productive, and it's offensive. 
 
We expressed our genuine disgust and outrage at the murder of George Floyd. We've advocated 
for the overhaul of use of force training and policies across the state. We have been a willing 
partner each and every time a city leader has asked us to come to the table and provide solutions. 
We have proven that we can step up and tackle the challenges this city faces collaboratively. We 
deserved to be treated better than political cover for a politician looking to blame instead of 
working together. 
 
Over the last week, Los Angeles police officers have stood on the front lines being deliberately 
assaulted and attacked with frozen water bottles, cinder blocks, rocks, and urine-filled bottles to 
help prevent our city from literally burning to the ground. We have been asked to do the nearly 
impossible to protect the first amendment rights of the public so that their legitimate grievances 
could be aired to literally the entire world. Our officers have done so professionally and with 
great restraint. 
 
From homeless outreach to crisis intervention to battling human trafficking to protecting people 
and property through our last several wildfire seasons, this Council has asked more of our 
officers, and they have always delivered. We have one of the most, if not the most, professional 
police departments in the country, and our officers are held to the highest standards. We know 
how to solve problems. 
 
We have the same phone number that Ms. Martinez has called in the past when she has had a law 
enforcement question or concern, yet she chose to tweet instead of dial. If she calls now, we may 
be a little late to answer because we are working hard to support the men and women who have 
been trying to keep the peace in Los Angeles. 


